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The 2013 AltaPointe Stars of the Year stand together with their certificates as they listen to CEO Schlesinger 
congratulate the group for their outstanding customer service performance. From left, they are Teresa Graham, 
Reneta Powe, John Keller, Kim Whitfield, Michelle Eddins, Tina Williams, Debbie Carmichael and Roylyn Chaney.

Roylyn Chaney, center, shakes hands with Tuerk Schlesinger, 
AltaPointe CEO, as Larry Jackson, AltaPointe Board President, looks 
on. Chaney received the highest employee recognition honor as 
Shining Star of the Year.

AltaPointe Shining Star of the Year, Roylyn Chaney, 

right, receives congratulations from his supervisor, 

Robert Carlock, environment of care director, after 

the awards luncheon.

Julie Bellcase, AltaPointe Chief of Staff, pins the Five-Star Customer Service pin on Tina Williams.
Stars of the Year Debbie Carmichael, left, Reneta Powe, center, 

and Teresa Graham, right, and PI Director Sherill Alexander,  

far right, react to watching the Stars of the Year video.

Knowing that he is using his skills to make a difference in the 
lives of others is important to Chaney. He says his job is more than 
a paycheck and thinks of his daughter, who was once in the care of 
the people he now works with so closely. 

“I look at what I do each day, and think, ‘Would I want my 
child to be around just anybody, or people that really care about 
their jobs?’” Chaney said. “The answer is obvious. The people on 
my team care about the jobs they are doing, and they do it well. We 
know the jobs we perform represent AltaPointe as a whole, and that 
trickles down to the patients we care for each day.” 

Chaney named ‘Shining Star’

Chaney says being named as one of the 2013 AltaPointe Stars of 
the Year is a privilege and was surprised that he was selected as 
AltaPointe’s Shining Star. 

“I could not believe it, being singled out as a star for a company 
that is as big as AltaPointe, is a huge honor,” Chaney said. 
“Knowing the future of AltaPointe is bright and knowing I am a 
part of that is great.”

Carlock says Chaney deserves the honor and serves as a 
great ambassador for a department that is called upon mostly 
during times of distress or emergencies. Carlock emphasized the 
importance of customer service during Chaney’s initial interview 
and stressed the value of providing the best response for patients 
and staff.

“I told him that the maintenance department and his position 
specifically would be as responsible for patient care as the doctor, 
nurse and behavioral staff,” Carlock said. “He told me he was 
ready for the challenge and would be committed to giving the best 
service to everyone.” 

Chaney says he strives to make his department approachable 
and wants staff members to feel welcome to file requests knowing 
each concern will be addressed.

Chaney’s hard work and dedication to AltaPointe and to the 
EOC hasn’t gone unnoticed. 

“Each year, we select one of the eight stars of the year as our 
Shining Star. It is our equivalent of an employee of the year,” Tuerk 
Schlesinger, CEO, said. “This year, the review committee could 

think of no one who embodies customer service more than Roylyn. 
I don’t think I’ve ever seen him flustered or frustrated. No matter 
the task at hand, he faces it with a smile and a positive attitude.”

 
The bottom line

Roylyn is also a champion when it comes to saving AltaPointe 
money. Carlock says in previous years, AltaPointe has used sole 
source vendors to provide a variety of services. 

“Since Roylyn has come on board, we use multiple vendors that 
introduce competition,” Carlock said. “This keeps prices lower and 
quality higher. He has done this with everything from electricians 
to plumbing, and general construction.” 

AltaPraise cards submitted on Chaney’s behalf reflect this 
quality. One card described an instance where he saved AltaPointe 
thousands of dollars. 

The card reads: “Roylyn has sought out additional vendors to 
aid in the reduction of cost to BayPointe. He saved the company 
approximately $6,000 by obtaining an additional quote for  
repair work.”

The future looks bright

AltaPointe is growing, especially since the merger with Baldwin 
County Mental Health Center, April 1. That means patient needs 
and the responsibilities of staff members are growing, too.  
The EOC department isn’t immune to the growth, though. 

It is in the process of implementing a new safety training 
program customized to meet the changing needs of behavioral 
healthcare. 

“Being a part of an organization that is leading the way in 
behavioral healthcare, from all aspects – treatment, safety and 
customer service – is a great feeling,” Chaney added. “I know when 
I come to work each day, I can be proud of the job I do, and who I 
am working for.” 

Chaney says whatever challenges may be in store, he’ll face 
them with a smile and new-found philosophy. 

“AltaPointe has shown me that if you put your mind to it, you 
can achieve more than you think possible,” Chaney added.

2013 Shining Star continued from Page 1

AltaPointe names Chaney 2013 Shining Star
Most AltaPointe staff members know the name, Roylyn Chaney, 
even if they don’t know that smile, something he is rarely seen 
without. As the facility manager for EastPointe and BayPointe 
Children’s hospitals, Chaney spends his days traveling between the 
two facilities taking care of maintenance repairs and other facility 
issues that may arise.

His first encounter with AltaPointe came years before he ever 
landed the job in October 2011. Chaney says his daughter, at the age 
of 9, was a patient at BayPointe. 

“The way they treated my daughter made a big impression on 
me,” Chaney said. “It was great customer service, and I wanted to 
be a part of that. And I thought, ‘Wouldn’t it be great if I could be a 
part of that customer service?’ ”

So when the job posted online, Chaney jumped at the chance 
to join Alabama’s largest regional community behavioral health 
provider. Yet, he had no idea just how big AltaPointe was at the time 
with more than 1,100 clinical and non-clinical staff members who 
serve more than 15,000 children, adolescents and adults annually. 

“I was surprised at how large a company and how well 
recognized AltaPointe was across the state of Alabama,” Chaney 
shared. “When I submitted my application, I was looking for a  
new challenge.” 
 

Chaney’s varied experience

Chaney would bring with him years of experience as Montrose Bay 
Health and Rehabilitation Center’s director of the physical plant  
in Fairhope and as a Bradley Construction superintendent in  
Mobile County. 

“I learned everything about building homes from the ground 
up; plumbing, flooring, roofing, electrical and, most of all, customer 
service,” Chaney added. “I managed more than 400 employees at 
one time and told them, ‘In order to get good customer service you 
have to give good customer service.’ ” 

Chaney is one of six children and falls fourth in line. A graduate 
of Davidson High School in Mobile, he thought he wanted to pursue 
a career in civil engineering. 

“My dad was a civil engineer with the US Army Corps of 
Engineers,” Chaney added. “I always wanted to do that.” 

Instead, Chaney headed to Miami Dade College on a full  
track-and-field scholarship. His quickness and athletic ability caught 
the eye of the University of Miami, where he transferred, still on a  
full ride.

Ultimately, Chaney would give up receiving his license in air 
conditioning and heating from Mainstream Engineering in  
Tampa, Fla.  

More than a paycheck

The self-described “happy-go-lucky, customer friendly” manager 
says he finds his position challenging, but very rewarding. As the 
point man for two hospitals, Chaney says there is no such thing as a 
typical day, and every hour brings with it new challenges.

“I had worked in healthcare before and thought I knew what to 
expect and that the transition would be smooth,” Chaney shared. 
“However, I never know what to expect as the facility manager for 
two hospitals; one adult and one children’s.” 

Robert Carlock, Environment of Care Director (EOC), is 
Chaney’s supervisor. Carlock says the hospitals face many challenges 
in the areas of repair and preventive maintenance. Carlock says 
Chaney keeps a positive attitude when the same repair items keep 
recurring and leads his team to be part of the solution.

Roylyn Chaney a moment after receiving the AltaPointe 2013 Shining Star 
award. On stage with Chaney is AltaPointe CEO Tuerk Schlesinger who 
smiles as Chaney reacts.

See 2013 Shining Star Page 2

AltaPraise, which means “highest 
praise,” encourages AltaPointe 
patients and family members, 
co-workers and all other customers 
to recognize a staff member by 
submitting an AltaPraise card. 
AltaPointe values staff members 
who display exceptional customer-

focused behaviors. The AltaPraise Rewards & Recognition 
program is one way AltaPointe shows these staff members how 
important they are to our mission. 

Since the program began in 2009, more than 1,000 
AltaPraises have been collected and distributed to our staff 
members. Each one represents our people fulfilling our mission of 
providing dignity and respect to those we serve.

Submitting an AltaPraise is easy. Submissions should include 
a description of a specific incident where an AltaPointe staff 
member showed exceptional customer service performance. 
Customers are reminded to explain how the staff member has 
demonstrated at least one of the Five-Star Customer Service 
employee characteristics of being considerate, enthusiastic, 
flexible, innovative and steadfast. There is a process in place to 
make sure the individual staff member receives his or  
her AltaPraise. 

The AltaPraise program has received awards from the 
Southern Public Relations Federation, a regional professional 
organization that encompasses four states and more than 1,000 
members. AltaPointe’s CEO and director of public relations 
have made presentations about AltaPraise to groups that include 
behavioral, hospital and public relations professionals.

What is an AltaPraise? 
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Like us on Facebook  
to watch the  

Stars of the Year Video

Dameitrus Arrington
Brent Autrey
Larry Bellamy
Julie Bellcase
Dr. Julie Bernstein
William Billett
Jywhanna Boman
Susie Boucher
Dolores Bray
Greg Broadnax
Dr. W. Bogan Brooks
Ann Brye
Angela Byrd
Suzanne Caglione
Kathy Callen
Robert Carlock
Debbie Carmichael
Janet Carter
Kathrina Celestra
Roylyn Chaney
Vickie Charpie
Carl Chastang
Betty Churchman
Shanta Cobbs
Tony Conway
Angie Cook
Wynetta Cooks
Rachael Cumbie
Brittney Cunningham
Sarah Currie
Larry Daniels
Letty Davis
Dexter Devaughn
Erin Difate
Tara Dillon
Richard Dockery
Steve Dolan
Daviette Dortch
April Douglas
Mary Caron Downing
Ishia Driver
Laura Durgin
Kim Dyson

Michelle Dunson Eddins
Khrystal Edwards
Christe Ellis
Luke Engeriser
Julie English
Lacy Etheridge
Amy Sherman Evans
Angela Ferrara
Dorshell Ferrell
Cynthia Foster
Tina Frank
Cassandra Franklin
Suzanna Freerksen
Ashleigh Gaddy
Delores Garrett
Agnes Gatson
Doris Gayle
Mike Goldman
Miranda Goodwin
Charles Graham
Teresa Graham
Veronica Graham
Cheryl Hale
KaSandra Hardin
Mary Harrell
Jill Harvison
Marion Hawthorne
John Hayes
Larry Heidelberg
Anna Heredia
Tarra Hicks
Katrina Hobson
Talicia Holcomb
Beverly Holland
Joey Hollins
Jason Holston
Margaret Howard
Ronnie Hunter
Amanda Jackson
Joyce Jackson
Yvonne Jackson
Lizona Jefferson
Elmarie Johnson

Leslie Johnson
Madeline Jones
Zora Jones
Janaska Jones-Hunter
Lisa Jones-Pitts
John Keller
Earica Key
Rose King
Diane Kirksey
Monica Kiser
Ellen Lambert
Teresa Lanier
Robin Lawrence
Jennifer Lee
Eric Leonhardt
Brenda Littles
Aquilla Logan
Janice Long
Mery Lee Long
Lindsey Lum
Shanika Macklin
Karla Manning
Mary Claire Marshall
Edith Martin
Orie McArdle
Brittany McBride
Lu McCall
LeAnne McDonald
Donald McGraw
Sterling McInvale
Julie McMullen
Carl McNatt
Melissa Meriwether
Rita Metz
Mark Miele
Katie Miller
Molly Miller-Keasler
Meredith Mishkel
Darrell Mitchell
Hope Mitchell
Vanessa Mobley
Dr. Clint Moore
Jevon Moore

Odessa Mose
Willie Myers
Lisa Nelson
Yuri Nodd
Patricia Noonan
Taniqua Norfus
Brandon O’Banner
Patricia Peterson
Rochelle Porter
Reneta Powe
Alisha Pruett
LaSonja Pugh
Judy Rand
Patricia Ransom
Kathy Raulerson
Donamarie Rawls
Dietra Reynolds
Shanterica Reynolds
David Roberts
Leshounda Robinson
Shanevia Robinson
Angelica Rodgers
Dr. Loucresie Rupert
Elizabeth Ryan 
Dr. Marianne Saitz
Melissa Salter
Tuerk Schlesinger
Christina Sciulli
Santedra Scott
Tiffany Shea
Waynetta Simmons
Cathy Singleton
Lacey Slaughter
Melissa Smilie
Linda Smith
Sonya Smith
Stephen Smith
Bianca Steele
Patrick Stewart
Kristin Stiggers
Charquindra Stone
Patricia Sullivan McNair
Dia Sutton

Robert Tageant
Dr. Magdi Tageldin
Marvin Tarleton
Rachel Taylor
Tyeasha Taylor
Karin Terrell
Jennifer Thomas
Latrina Thomas
Shatell Thomas
Pamela Tidemann
Lora Tillman
Matthew Toenes
Shalmara Trethewey
Dr. Lauren Turnbow
Kisha Turner
Shannon Turner
Sylvester Twiggs
Candi Vail
Audrey Wade
Jessie Wallace
Bernita Washam
Courtney Washington
CaMeko Watts
Georgia Watts
Lorene Webster
Ashley Wesley
Crystal Whigan
Erica White
Meoshea White
Kim Whitfield
Fawn Wiley
Tandekila Wilkerson
Julicia Williams
Pamila Williams
Tina Williams
Yolanda Williams
Sheila Wimberly
Nadine Woods
Evans Worthy
Stephanie Wright
Sandra York
Calonge Yurok
Ryan Zimlich 

AltaPointe recognizes exceptional customer service
Patients, coworkers, vendors and other customers submitted 
AltaPraises for the individuals listed on this page during 
Fiscal Year 2012-13. Most AltaPraises were submitted via 
the online form (204) and cards/pads (226), which are 
available at all locations. At least 30 other submissions 
came into our offices via email, letters and notecards. 

 

The AltaPraise Process: The Office of Public Relations 
receives AltaPraises, sends the recipients’ names to 
directors to verify good-standing. Any individual not in 
good standing at the time the AltaPraise is reviewed, is 
removed from the list of recipients for that quarter. When 
the individual is reinstated, he or she will be able to receive 
AltaPraises again.

2013 AltaPraise Recipients

Each year, a group of staff members selects eight coworkers as 
AltaPointe Stars of the Year. The following individuals were among 
the 2013 stars honored at the AltaPointe Annual Meeting and 
Awards Luncheon Feb. 28 at the Battle House in downtown Mobile. 

Debbie Carmichael 
Adult Outpatient Services Therapist
Fellow staff members describe Carmichael as  
the voice of reason for AOP and someone  
who has a knack for detail. They say the time  
she takes assessing each patient, listening  
with care while taking detailed notes, paves  
the way for doctors and other therapists who  

will continue the treatment.
“Anytime we hire a new employee, new therapist or any position, 

we always try to make sure they sit in with Debbie,” Janet Langley, 
adult outpatient services assistant director, said. “Debbie always has 
such great advice, and she is always so patient. I just love working 
with her; she is a great asset to AltaPointe.”

John Keller  
Information Technology Network Technician 
AltaPraise cards poured in for Keller, thanking 
him for his kind and considerate approach to 
those who aren’t ‘tech savvy’. One card stands out 
from the rest because it has nothing to do with 
computers, yet its content proves his commitment 
to Five-Star Customer Service. 

“We were on a lunch break from IT’s ShorTel training when I 

received a call from John, asking whose car in the parking lot had a 
flat tire,” Jennifer Palomo, children’s outpatient services coordinator, 
said. “Once the owner of the car was identified, John asked for the 
keys and changed the tire. He is a great team player and coworker. 
He deserves this honor.” 

Kim Whitfield  
EastPointe Hospital Utilization Review Specialist 
Whitfield works behind the scenes to maximize 
the quality and cost efficiency of health care 
services provided to hospital patients. Coworkers 
say her dedication to EastPointe and patient care 
often brings her in to work early and keeps her at 
the office late, too. 

“She deserves this recognition more than anybody I know in this 
facility,” Christina Russo, EastPointe Hospital Coordinator. “She 
is a wonderful part of our team and always goes above and beyond, 
and she is incredibly knowledgeable of all patients on the unit.” 

Michelle Eddins  
CarePointe Referral Specialist
Eddins is praised by coworkers, patients and 
outside agencies. She is one link in the continuum 
of care that connects people in need to AltaPointe 
services or refers them to outside agencies. Those 
agencies say she is efficient, enthusiastic and kind. 
One calls her the best in the state.

“I think Michelle completely deserves this recognition. She uses 
every customer service skill she has every day with people that call 

The 2013 AltaPointe Stars of the Year pose with their certificates along with Tuerk Schlesinger, CEO, and  
Julie Bellcase, Chief of Staff. The Stars are, seated from left, Michelle Eddins, Roylyn Chaney, Debbie Carmichael,  

Kim Whitfield; standing, Schlesinger, Teresa Graham, Reneta Powe, John Keller, Tina Williams, and Bellcase. 

Meet the 2013 AltaPointe Stars of the Year
to set up appointments, get or make referrals and still other people 
trying to get into the hospital,” Ingrid Hartman, CarePointe 
Assistant Director. “I think she is an excellent example of a star.” 

Reneta Powe 
Adult Outpatient Services Registered Nurse 
Coworkers say Powe displays compassion and 
has an unmatched commitment to serving the 
people around her. She is praised time and again 
by the people to whom she provides care. With 
one smile, Powe sets her patients at ease treating 
each one with kindness and respect. 

“All of Reneta’s patients love her,” Mark Johnson, RN, 
AltaPointe Adult Outpatient Services Nurse Manager, said. “She 
is a great nurse and a go-getter. I know I can always depend on 
Reneta. I wasn’t at all surprised she received this honor.” 

Teresa Graham 
Performance Improvement Training and  
Education Specialist 
Graham provides the initial orientation and 
training to new hires. She also is responsible 
for making sure all employees undergo annual 
training. Coworkers describe Graham as a 

dedicated person who works tirelessly to understand the population 
we serve and pass that knowledge along to others. 

“When I think about her positive attributes two come to 
mind: dedication and professionalism,” Sonya Sims, performance 
improvement assistant director, said. “Within the performance 
improvement team, she is the one who is inspirational. We are so 
proud of her; Teresa you are so deserving of this honor.” 

Tina Williams  
Children’s Outpatient Services Assessment Specialist and 
Case Manager
Williams is one woman with a big heart and 
an even bigger job. She works closely with the 
children and their families dealing with mental 
health issues. She receives countless AltaPraise 
cards from parents praising her willingness to go 

the distance to make sure their needs are met. 
 “I don’t think I could have done this year without Tina,” 

Sherri Steadham, mother of a patient. “She is my superhero. I do 
not know how to describe ‘wonder woman,’ except to say thank 
you, Tina, for all you have done for me and my Ethan. My family 
has gotten healthier, and you have been a part of that.”

Cella Walker, AltaPointe 2012 Star of the Year
AltaPointe’s Shining Star for 2012 was Cella Walker, AltaPointe Performance 

Improvement Consumer Needs Specialist. Walker is described as the epitome of 
customer service, with a calm, cool and collected demeanor. 

“She is a champion advocate,” Sherill Alexander, PI director, said. “She ensures that 
our consumers’ and caretakers’ feedback is heard and considered. She is a pleasure to 
work with.” 

The AltaPointe Shining Star Hall of Fame
Fairlie Schreiber, AltaPointe 2010 Star of the Year
The first AltaPraise Shining Star of the year was Fairlie “Fay” Schreiber, an AltaPointe 
Adult Outpatient Services Therapist. Schreiber received the honor in 2010. She has been 
with AltaPointe for more than three decades.  

“Fay is absolutely the hallmark of what a social worker is meant to be,” Julie Bellcase, 
AltaPointe Chief of Staff, said. “She exemplifies how a patient should  
be treated.”

Cynthia Foster, AltaPointe 2011 Star of the Year
AltaPointe’s Shining Star for 2011 was Cynthia Foster, case manager in AltaPointe Adult 
Outpatient Services. Foster oversees individuals living in semi-independent settings and 
is described as the life support for her consumers.

Megan Griggs, AltaPointe Adult Outpatient Director, said, “So many of her 
consumers have little or no family nearby and they rely completely on Cynthia. She does 
an amazing job keeping them as healthy as possible.” 
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AltaPointe recognizes exceptional customer service
Patients, coworkers, vendors and other customers submitted 
AltaPraises for the individuals listed on this page during 
Fiscal Year 2012-13. Most AltaPraises were submitted via 
the online form (204) and cards/pads (226), which are 
available at all locations. At least 30 other submissions 
came into our offices via email, letters and notecards. 

 

The AltaPraise Process: The Office of Public Relations 
receives AltaPraises, sends the recipients’ names to 
directors to verify good-standing. Any individual not in 
good standing at the time the AltaPraise is reviewed, is 
removed from the list of recipients for that quarter. When 
the individual is reinstated, he or she will be able to receive 
AltaPraises again.

2013 AltaPraise Recipients

Each year, a group of staff members selects eight coworkers as 
AltaPointe Stars of the Year. The following individuals were among 
the 2013 stars honored at the AltaPointe Annual Meeting and 
Awards Luncheon Feb. 28 at the Battle House in downtown Mobile. 

Debbie Carmichael 
Adult Outpatient Services Therapist
Fellow staff members describe Carmichael as  
the voice of reason for AOP and someone  
who has a knack for detail. They say the time  
she takes assessing each patient, listening  
with care while taking detailed notes, paves  
the way for doctors and other therapists who  

will continue the treatment.
“Anytime we hire a new employee, new therapist or any position, 

we always try to make sure they sit in with Debbie,” Janet Langley, 
adult outpatient services assistant director, said. “Debbie always has 
such great advice, and she is always so patient. I just love working 
with her; she is a great asset to AltaPointe.”

John Keller  
Information Technology Network Technician 
AltaPraise cards poured in for Keller, thanking 
him for his kind and considerate approach to 
those who aren’t ‘tech savvy’. One card stands out 
from the rest because it has nothing to do with 
computers, yet its content proves his commitment 
to Five-Star Customer Service. 

“We were on a lunch break from IT’s ShorTel training when I 

received a call from John, asking whose car in the parking lot had a 
flat tire,” Jennifer Palomo, children’s outpatient services coordinator, 
said. “Once the owner of the car was identified, John asked for the 
keys and changed the tire. He is a great team player and coworker. 
He deserves this honor.” 

Kim Whitfield  
EastPointe Hospital Utilization Review Specialist 
Whitfield works behind the scenes to maximize 
the quality and cost efficiency of health care 
services provided to hospital patients. Coworkers 
say her dedication to EastPointe and patient care 
often brings her in to work early and keeps her at 
the office late, too. 

“She deserves this recognition more than anybody I know in this 
facility,” Christina Russo, EastPointe Hospital Coordinator. “She 
is a wonderful part of our team and always goes above and beyond, 
and she is incredibly knowledgeable of all patients on the unit.” 

Michelle Eddins  
CarePointe Referral Specialist
Eddins is praised by coworkers, patients and 
outside agencies. She is one link in the continuum 
of care that connects people in need to AltaPointe 
services or refers them to outside agencies. Those 
agencies say she is efficient, enthusiastic and kind. 
One calls her the best in the state.

“I think Michelle completely deserves this recognition. She uses 
every customer service skill she has every day with people that call 

The 2013 AltaPointe Stars of the Year pose with their certificates along with Tuerk Schlesinger, CEO, and  
Julie Bellcase, Chief of Staff. The Stars are, seated from left, Michelle Eddins, Roylyn Chaney, Debbie Carmichael,  

Kim Whitfield; standing, Schlesinger, Teresa Graham, Reneta Powe, John Keller, Tina Williams, and Bellcase. 

Meet the 2013 AltaPointe Stars of the Year
to set up appointments, get or make referrals and still other people 
trying to get into the hospital,” Ingrid Hartman, CarePointe 
Assistant Director. “I think she is an excellent example of a star.” 

Reneta Powe 
Adult Outpatient Services Registered Nurse 
Coworkers say Powe displays compassion and 
has an unmatched commitment to serving the 
people around her. She is praised time and again 
by the people to whom she provides care. With 
one smile, Powe sets her patients at ease treating 
each one with kindness and respect. 

“All of Reneta’s patients love her,” Mark Johnson, RN, 
AltaPointe Adult Outpatient Services Nurse Manager, said. “She 
is a great nurse and a go-getter. I know I can always depend on 
Reneta. I wasn’t at all surprised she received this honor.” 

Teresa Graham 
Performance Improvement Training and  
Education Specialist 
Graham provides the initial orientation and 
training to new hires. She also is responsible 
for making sure all employees undergo annual 
training. Coworkers describe Graham as a 

dedicated person who works tirelessly to understand the population 
we serve and pass that knowledge along to others. 

“When I think about her positive attributes two come to 
mind: dedication and professionalism,” Sonya Sims, performance 
improvement assistant director, said. “Within the performance 
improvement team, she is the one who is inspirational. We are so 
proud of her; Teresa you are so deserving of this honor.” 

Tina Williams  
Children’s Outpatient Services Assessment Specialist and 
Case Manager
Williams is one woman with a big heart and 
an even bigger job. She works closely with the 
children and their families dealing with mental 
health issues. She receives countless AltaPraise 
cards from parents praising her willingness to go 

the distance to make sure their needs are met. 
 “I don’t think I could have done this year without Tina,” 

Sherri Steadham, mother of a patient. “She is my superhero. I do 
not know how to describe ‘wonder woman,’ except to say thank 
you, Tina, for all you have done for me and my Ethan. My family 
has gotten healthier, and you have been a part of that.”

Cella Walker, AltaPointe 2012 Star of the Year
AltaPointe’s Shining Star for 2012 was Cella Walker, AltaPointe Performance 

Improvement Consumer Needs Specialist. Walker is described as the epitome of 
customer service, with a calm, cool and collected demeanor. 

“She is a champion advocate,” Sherill Alexander, PI director, said. “She ensures that 
our consumers’ and caretakers’ feedback is heard and considered. She is a pleasure to 
work with.” 

The AltaPointe Shining Star Hall of Fame
Fairlie Schreiber, AltaPointe 2010 Star of the Year
The first AltaPraise Shining Star of the year was Fairlie “Fay” Schreiber, an AltaPointe 
Adult Outpatient Services Therapist. Schreiber received the honor in 2010. She has been 
with AltaPointe for more than three decades.  

“Fay is absolutely the hallmark of what a social worker is meant to be,” Julie Bellcase, 
AltaPointe Chief of Staff, said. “She exemplifies how a patient should  
be treated.”

Cynthia Foster, AltaPointe 2011 Star of the Year
AltaPointe’s Shining Star for 2011 was Cynthia Foster, case manager in AltaPointe Adult 
Outpatient Services. Foster oversees individuals living in semi-independent settings and 
is described as the life support for her consumers.

Megan Griggs, AltaPointe Adult Outpatient Director, said, “So many of her 
consumers have little or no family nearby and they rely completely on Cynthia. She does 
an amazing job keeping them as healthy as possible.” 
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the 2013 stars honored at the AltaPointe Annual Meeting and 
Awards Luncheon Feb. 28 at the Battle House in downtown Mobile. 
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Adult Outpatient Services Therapist
Fellow staff members describe Carmichael as  
the voice of reason for AOP and someone  
who has a knack for detail. They say the time  
she takes assessing each patient, listening  
with care while taking detailed notes, paves  
the way for doctors and other therapists who  

will continue the treatment.
“Anytime we hire a new employee, new therapist or any position, 

we always try to make sure they sit in with Debbie,” Janet Langley, 
adult outpatient services assistant director, said. “Debbie always has 
such great advice, and she is always so patient. I just love working 
with her; she is a great asset to AltaPointe.”

John Keller  
Information Technology Network Technician 
AltaPraise cards poured in for Keller, thanking 
him for his kind and considerate approach to 
those who aren’t ‘tech savvy’. One card stands out 
from the rest because it has nothing to do with 
computers, yet its content proves his commitment 
to Five-Star Customer Service. 

“We were on a lunch break from IT’s ShorTel training when I 

received a call from John, asking whose car in the parking lot had a 
flat tire,” Jennifer Palomo, children’s outpatient services coordinator, 
said. “Once the owner of the car was identified, John asked for the 
keys and changed the tire. He is a great team player and coworker. 
He deserves this honor.” 

Kim Whitfield  
EastPointe Hospital Utilization Review Specialist 
Whitfield works behind the scenes to maximize 
the quality and cost efficiency of health care 
services provided to hospital patients. Coworkers 
say her dedication to EastPointe and patient care 
often brings her in to work early and keeps her at 
the office late, too. 

“She deserves this recognition more than anybody I know in this 
facility,” Christina Russo, EastPointe Hospital Coordinator. “She 
is a wonderful part of our team and always goes above and beyond, 
and she is incredibly knowledgeable of all patients on the unit.” 

Michelle Eddins  
CarePointe Referral Specialist
Eddins is praised by coworkers, patients and 
outside agencies. She is one link in the continuum 
of care that connects people in need to AltaPointe 
services or refers them to outside agencies. Those 
agencies say she is efficient, enthusiastic and kind. 
One calls her the best in the state.

“I think Michelle completely deserves this recognition. She uses 
every customer service skill she has every day with people that call 

The 2013 AltaPointe Stars of the Year pose with their certificates along with Tuerk Schlesinger, CEO, and  
Julie Bellcase, Chief of Staff. The Stars are, seated from left, Michelle Eddins, Roylyn Chaney, Debbie Carmichael,  

Kim Whitfield; standing, Schlesinger, Teresa Graham, Reneta Powe, John Keller, Tina Williams, and Bellcase. 
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to set up appointments, get or make referrals and still other people 
trying to get into the hospital,” Ingrid Hartman, CarePointe 
Assistant Director. “I think she is an excellent example of a star.” 

Reneta Powe 
Adult Outpatient Services Registered Nurse 
Coworkers say Powe displays compassion and 
has an unmatched commitment to serving the 
people around her. She is praised time and again 
by the people to whom she provides care. With 
one smile, Powe sets her patients at ease treating 
each one with kindness and respect. 

“All of Reneta’s patients love her,” Mark Johnson, RN, 
AltaPointe Adult Outpatient Services Nurse Manager, said. “She 
is a great nurse and a go-getter. I know I can always depend on 
Reneta. I wasn’t at all surprised she received this honor.” 

Teresa Graham 
Performance Improvement Training and  
Education Specialist 
Graham provides the initial orientation and 
training to new hires. She also is responsible 
for making sure all employees undergo annual 
training. Coworkers describe Graham as a 

dedicated person who works tirelessly to understand the population 
we serve and pass that knowledge along to others. 

“When I think about her positive attributes two come to 
mind: dedication and professionalism,” Sonya Sims, performance 
improvement assistant director, said. “Within the performance 
improvement team, she is the one who is inspirational. We are so 
proud of her; Teresa you are so deserving of this honor.” 

Tina Williams  
Children’s Outpatient Services Assessment Specialist and 
Case Manager
Williams is one woman with a big heart and 
an even bigger job. She works closely with the 
children and their families dealing with mental 
health issues. She receives countless AltaPraise 
cards from parents praising her willingness to go 

the distance to make sure their needs are met. 
 “I don’t think I could have done this year without Tina,” 

Sherri Steadham, mother of a patient. “She is my superhero. I do 
not know how to describe ‘wonder woman,’ except to say thank 
you, Tina, for all you have done for me and my Ethan. My family 
has gotten healthier, and you have been a part of that.”

Cella Walker, AltaPointe 2012 Star of the Year
AltaPointe’s Shining Star for 2012 was Cella Walker, AltaPointe Performance 

Improvement Consumer Needs Specialist. Walker is described as the epitome of 
customer service, with a calm, cool and collected demeanor. 

“She is a champion advocate,” Sherill Alexander, PI director, said. “She ensures that 
our consumers’ and caretakers’ feedback is heard and considered. She is a pleasure to 
work with.” 

The AltaPointe Shining Star Hall of Fame
Fairlie Schreiber, AltaPointe 2010 Star of the Year
The first AltaPraise Shining Star of the year was Fairlie “Fay” Schreiber, an AltaPointe 
Adult Outpatient Services Therapist. Schreiber received the honor in 2010. She has been 
with AltaPointe for more than three decades.  

“Fay is absolutely the hallmark of what a social worker is meant to be,” Julie Bellcase, 
AltaPointe Chief of Staff, said. “She exemplifies how a patient should  
be treated.”

Cynthia Foster, AltaPointe 2011 Star of the Year
AltaPointe’s Shining Star for 2011 was Cynthia Foster, case manager in AltaPointe Adult 
Outpatient Services. Foster oversees individuals living in semi-independent settings and 
is described as the life support for her consumers.

Megan Griggs, AltaPointe Adult Outpatient Director, said, “So many of her 
consumers have little or no family nearby and they rely completely on Cynthia. She does 
an amazing job keeping them as healthy as possible.” 
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The 2013 AltaPointe Stars of the Year stand together with their certificates as they listen to CEO Schlesinger 
congratulate the group for their outstanding customer service performance. From left, they are Teresa Graham, 
Reneta Powe, John Keller, Kim Whitfield, Michelle Eddins, Tina Williams, Debbie Carmichael and Roylyn Chaney.

Roylyn Chaney, center, shakes hands with Tuerk Schlesinger, 
AltaPointe CEO, as Larry Jackson, AltaPointe Board President, looks 
on. Chaney received the highest employee recognition honor as 
Shining Star of the Year.

AltaPointe Shining Star of the Year, Roylyn Chaney, 

right, receives congratulations from his supervisor, 

Robert Carlock, environment of care director, after 

the awards luncheon.

Julie Bellcase, AltaPointe Chief of Staff, pins the Five-Star Customer Service pin on Tina Williams.
Stars of the Year Debbie Carmichael, left, Reneta Powe, center, 

and Teresa Graham, right, and PI Director Sherill Alexander,  

far right, react to watching the Stars of the Year video.

Knowing that he is using his skills to make a difference in the 
lives of others is important to Chaney. He says his job is more than 
a paycheck and thinks of his daughter, who was once in the care of 
the people he now works with so closely. 

“I look at what I do each day, and think, ‘Would I want my 
child to be around just anybody, or people that really care about 
their jobs?’” Chaney said. “The answer is obvious. The people on 
my team care about the jobs they are doing, and they do it well. We 
know the jobs we perform represent AltaPointe as a whole, and that 
trickles down to the patients we care for each day.” 

Chaney named ‘Shining Star’

Chaney says being named as one of the 2013 AltaPointe Stars of 
the Year is a privilege and was surprised that he was selected as 
AltaPointe’s Shining Star. 

“I could not believe it, being singled out as a star for a company 
that is as big as AltaPointe, is a huge honor,” Chaney said. 
“Knowing the future of AltaPointe is bright and knowing I am a 
part of that is great.”

Carlock says Chaney deserves the honor and serves as a 
great ambassador for a department that is called upon mostly 
during times of distress or emergencies. Carlock emphasized the 
importance of customer service during Chaney’s initial interview 
and stressed the value of providing the best response for patients 
and staff.

“I told him that the maintenance department and his position 
specifically would be as responsible for patient care as the doctor, 
nurse and behavioral staff,” Carlock said. “He told me he was 
ready for the challenge and would be committed to giving the best 
service to everyone.” 

Chaney says he strives to make his department approachable 
and wants staff members to feel welcome to file requests knowing 
each concern will be addressed.

Chaney’s hard work and dedication to AltaPointe and to the 
EOC hasn’t gone unnoticed. 

“Each year, we select one of the eight stars of the year as our 
Shining Star. It is our equivalent of an employee of the year,” Tuerk 
Schlesinger, CEO, said. “This year, the review committee could 

think of no one who embodies customer service more than Roylyn. 
I don’t think I’ve ever seen him flustered or frustrated. No matter 
the task at hand, he faces it with a smile and a positive attitude.”

 
The bottom line

Roylyn is also a champion when it comes to saving AltaPointe 
money. Carlock says in previous years, AltaPointe has used sole 
source vendors to provide a variety of services. 

“Since Roylyn has come on board, we use multiple vendors that 
introduce competition,” Carlock said. “This keeps prices lower and 
quality higher. He has done this with everything from electricians 
to plumbing, and general construction.” 

AltaPraise cards submitted on Chaney’s behalf reflect this 
quality. One card described an instance where he saved AltaPointe 
thousands of dollars. 

The card reads: “Roylyn has sought out additional vendors to 
aid in the reduction of cost to BayPointe. He saved the company 
approximately $6,000 by obtaining an additional quote for  
repair work.”

The future looks bright

AltaPointe is growing, especially since the merger with Baldwin 
County Mental Health Center, April 1. That means patient needs 
and the responsibilities of staff members are growing, too.  
The EOC department isn’t immune to the growth, though. 

It is in the process of implementing a new safety training 
program customized to meet the changing needs of behavioral 
healthcare. 

“Being a part of an organization that is leading the way in 
behavioral healthcare, from all aspects – treatment, safety and 
customer service – is a great feeling,” Chaney added. “I know when 
I come to work each day, I can be proud of the job I do, and who I 
am working for.” 

Chaney says whatever challenges may be in store, he’ll face 
them with a smile and new-found philosophy. 

“AltaPointe has shown me that if you put your mind to it, you 
can achieve more than you think possible,” Chaney added.

2013 Shining Star continued from Page 1

AltaPointe names Chaney 2013 Shining Star
Most AltaPointe staff members know the name, Roylyn Chaney, 
even if they don’t know that smile, something he is rarely seen 
without. As the facility manager for EastPointe and BayPointe 
Children’s hospitals, Chaney spends his days traveling between the 
two facilities taking care of maintenance repairs and other facility 
issues that may arise.

His first encounter with AltaPointe came years before he ever 
landed the job in October 2011. Chaney says his daughter, at the age 
of 9, was a patient at BayPointe. 

“The way they treated my daughter made a big impression on 
me,” Chaney said. “It was great customer service, and I wanted to 
be a part of that. And I thought, ‘Wouldn’t it be great if I could be a 
part of that customer service?’ ”

So when the job posted online, Chaney jumped at the chance 
to join Alabama’s largest regional community behavioral health 
provider. Yet, he had no idea just how big AltaPointe was at the time 
with more than 1,100 clinical and non-clinical staff members who 
serve more than 15,000 children, adolescents and adults annually. 

“I was surprised at how large a company and how well 
recognized AltaPointe was across the state of Alabama,” Chaney 
shared. “When I submitted my application, I was looking for a  
new challenge.” 
 

Chaney’s varied experience

Chaney would bring with him years of experience as Montrose Bay 
Health and Rehabilitation Center’s director of the physical plant  
in Fairhope and as a Bradley Construction superintendent in  
Mobile County. 

“I learned everything about building homes from the ground 
up; plumbing, flooring, roofing, electrical and, most of all, customer 
service,” Chaney added. “I managed more than 400 employees at 
one time and told them, ‘In order to get good customer service you 
have to give good customer service.’ ” 

Chaney is one of six children and falls fourth in line. A graduate 
of Davidson High School in Mobile, he thought he wanted to pursue 
a career in civil engineering. 

“My dad was a civil engineer with the US Army Corps of 
Engineers,” Chaney added. “I always wanted to do that.” 

Instead, Chaney headed to Miami Dade College on a full  
track-and-field scholarship. His quickness and athletic ability caught 
the eye of the University of Miami, where he transferred, still on a  
full ride.

Ultimately, Chaney would give up receiving his license in air 
conditioning and heating from Mainstream Engineering in  
Tampa, Fla.  

More than a paycheck

The self-described “happy-go-lucky, customer friendly” manager 
says he finds his position challenging, but very rewarding. As the 
point man for two hospitals, Chaney says there is no such thing as a 
typical day, and every hour brings with it new challenges.

“I had worked in healthcare before and thought I knew what to 
expect and that the transition would be smooth,” Chaney shared. 
“However, I never know what to expect as the facility manager for 
two hospitals; one adult and one children’s.” 

Robert Carlock, Environment of Care Director (EOC), is 
Chaney’s supervisor. Carlock says the hospitals face many challenges 
in the areas of repair and preventive maintenance. Carlock says 
Chaney keeps a positive attitude when the same repair items keep 
recurring and leads his team to be part of the solution.

Roylyn Chaney a moment after receiving the AltaPointe 2013 Shining Star 
award. On stage with Chaney is AltaPointe CEO Tuerk Schlesinger who 
smiles as Chaney reacts.

See 2013 Shining Star Page 2

AltaPraise, which means “highest 
praise,” encourages AltaPointe 
patients and family members, 
co-workers and all other customers 
to recognize a staff member by 
submitting an AltaPraise card. 
AltaPointe values staff members 
who display exceptional customer-

focused behaviors. The AltaPraise Rewards & Recognition 
program is one way AltaPointe shows these staff members how 
important they are to our mission. 

Since the program began in 2009, more than 1,000 
AltaPraises have been collected and distributed to our staff 
members. Each one represents our people fulfilling our mission of 
providing dignity and respect to those we serve.

Submitting an AltaPraise is easy. Submissions should include 
a description of a specific incident where an AltaPointe staff 
member showed exceptional customer service performance. 
Customers are reminded to explain how the staff member has 
demonstrated at least one of the Five-Star Customer Service 
employee characteristics of being considerate, enthusiastic, 
flexible, innovative and steadfast. There is a process in place to 
make sure the individual staff member receives his or  
her AltaPraise. 

The AltaPraise program has received awards from the 
Southern Public Relations Federation, a regional professional 
organization that encompasses four states and more than 1,000 
members. AltaPointe’s CEO and director of public relations 
have made presentations about AltaPraise to groups that include 
behavioral, hospital and public relations professionals.

What is an AltaPraise? 
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Five Star Special edition

Five Star Special edition

Stars shine at AltaPointe Annual Meeting 
and Awards Luncheon

A newsletter for and about AltaPointe Health Systems employees
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